BUILDER

CorkWood™ Elite
Engineered for Comfort.
Beauty of Wood
Durability of Laminate
Comfort of Cork

CorkWood™ Elite brings the
natural feel and beauty of wood
to any space.
Subtle colours and clean lines
make this floor remarkable.
7/16” (T) x 7-1/2” (W) x 45-13/16” (L)
10.5mm (T) x 194mm (W) x 1,164mm (L)
• Wide planks with realistic patterns
• 2.5mm top layer
• Polyurethane finish equivalent to
top rated AC4 laminate
• FSC® certified
• Sealed edges for increased water resistance
• CorkPlus™ attached underlay with Microban®
antimicrobial product protection

WINDEMERE OAK
CW-EL524-FSC-MX

Floors For A
Better World
Cork is recognized worldwide
as a floor with unsurpassed
environmental advantages.
TORLYS entire cork collection is FSC®
(Forest Stewardship Council®) certified,
ensuring your floor meets strict
environmental standards, including
wood and cork sourced from responsibly
managed forests.
TORLYS smart Floors can assist in
acquiring LEED certification for most
building projects. Please visit
www.torlys.com/builder/leed-guide.

www.torlys.com/builder

TORLYS is a member of the Canada
Green Building Council whose mission
is to lead and accelerate the
transformation to high-performing,
healthy green building, homes and
communities throughout Canada.

CorkWood™ Elite Flooring

TORLYS Peace of Mind Assurance Warranty
TORLYS CorkWood™ Elite has a 30-Year Residential Wear Warranty and a Lifetime
Structural/Joint Integrity Warranty for residential use.
A 5-Year Limited Wear and Structural/Joint Integrity Warranty applies to light
commercial applications. See www.torlys.com/builder for details.

BAYSHORE OAK
CW-EL520-FSC-MX

WAVECREST OAK
CW-EL521-FSC-MX

RIVER RUN OAK
CW-EL522-FSC-MX

OCEANSIDE OAK
CW-EL523-FSC-MX

WINDEMERE OAK
CW-EL524-FSC-MX

The Eco-Friendly Choice.

Clean and Comfortable

Durability Built-In

TORLYS is the first to offer an entire cork
collection that is FSC® (Forest Stewardship
Council®) Certified. The recognition is achieved
by passing the rigorous standards established
by the FSC®, ensuring the wood and cork used
in manufacturing comes from responsibly
managed forests. TORLYS even encourages
(and warranties) re-purposing cork smart floors
in another room or home, making it the
ultimate eco-friendly flooring choice. TORLYS
smart floors contribute to LEED® (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) in
Materials and Resources, Indoor Environmental
Quality and Innovation and Design Process.

At TORLYS, we are dedicated to providing your
family with a comfortable and hygienic flooring
solution. Our products meet California Section
01350 requirements, one of the most stringent
indoor air quality standards in the world. Being
composed of millions of tiny air pockets, cork is
a great insulator and is quiet and comfortable
underfoot. This feature helps to reduce heat loss
in rooms, maintaining a pleasant indoor air
temperature. The CorkPlus™ attached underlay,
made from recycled cork, adds additional warmth
and sound insulation. It is even infused with
Microban® antimicrobial product protection to
inhibit the growth of mould and mildew.

All TORLYS cork floors are created with quality
in mind. They are made with a precisely
engineered high-density wood smart core,
which is more dent resistant than other floors.
The patented Uniclic® joint technology used in
all cork smart floor construction resists gapping,
keeping your floors as beautiful as the day they
were installed for years to come. The extremely
durable TORLYS smart finish has been integrated
into every TORLYS cork floor. This innovative
finish is the strongest, most durable and most
environmentally friendly water-based urethane
finish we have ever created.

MK-BL-CW902

